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Abstract : A intrusion provides an unauthorized access, damage or disruption of the network. The 

process can understand the characteristics and nature of an intruder. The paper presents the taxonomy 

consists of the specification of an intruder. Taxonomy provides the classification of intruder and provides 

mechanism for intruder detection. We found the algorithm for developing an intruder which can be 

attack at host system or network system. Here provide the mechanism for an intrusion by using the 

system attribute and detection mechanism is based on knowledge and behavior of the system. Intrusion-

detection mechanism using pattern based and threshold based mechanism for detecting an intruder. An 

intruder continuously monitored the network and host activities for detecting attack into the network and 

the task of intrusion-detection is also monitor the usage of such systems and detects the apparition of 

insecure states. 

Keyword : Intruder, Taxonomy of attack, Intrusion detection, Intrusion Attacks, Peer-
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

A network has different types of activities over the network and these activities could 
be trace by an intruder or attacker. An intruder matches all these activities over the network and 
access into the network. Intrusions have included preventive design issues, configuration files, 
and operational techniques to construct intrusion difficult. In Peer to peer network many system 
are connected and these systems have host id, source and destination address protocol. An 
intruder will attack at the system information like log file, data file and configuration file etc 

A network grows and expands, it has become a many types of intrusion can attack [1] 
over the network and also apparent that more and more possibilities for miscommunication to 
occur between connections. The Packets of information overload the system information, 
identified user in gaining accesses to database files, miss-configure the devices, networks 
slowdown and etc. These complexities have created a demand for a sophisticated means to 
analyze the traffic and security level of network. Network-based intrusion detection [6] can 
monitors the entire, wide network with a few well-maintain nodes or different devices and 
impose the less overhead on the network. Network-based Intrusion detection is not mostly 
active devices that monitor ongoing network activities without interfering into the network 
operation. They have easy to secure through attack [12] and might even be no detectable to 
attacker; it has also required too little effort to installation and use into existing networks. 
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Taxonomy is defined as to study about general aspects of technical classification. The 
taxonomy word is used to express the actual hierarchy or classification of many objects. This 
classification is provides according to the relations about the characteristics of the different 
objects. Taxonomy is providing useful and important issues for study” [6]. The collection is 
useful when it is classified based on set of rules [7]. As suggested in the introduction, 
taxonomies of vulnerabilities might be useful in the security assessment process. The 
information can provide for designers or developers to left the building features. Vulnerability 
taxonomy also provides the way of exploring unknown attacks [8]. A leaf node or subdivisions 
into the taxonomy are represents a potential exploits. If the taxonomy has a grading system that 
can designate vulnerabilities according to their criticality, it can help prioritize the resources of 
the defense team [4]. In order to help disseminate knowledge of new vulnerabilities and attacks, 
many security organizations maintain central databases of vulnerabilities. 

The taxonomy of attacks has been proposed over many years, but here still no standard 
accepted taxonomy. There are various analyzing techniques [9], counting through support 
vector machines, or use of expert systems and data mining, has been already used as a  part of 
the detection process.  

The difficulties will be exactly declaration of an attack. The taxonomy’s aim to 
increases the comparison of intrusion process. The taxonomy provides many types of outputs 
that can be generated by the intrusion systems, which is also, used the types of information used 
to find the intrusion. Security assessment of a system is the process of determining the system’s 
capability to resist attacks. This process involves to probing the system to detect the known 
vulnerabilities.  

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we present purposed works. In section 
3 we present taxonomy based intruder, detection and prevention. Section 4 presents the 
conclusion, section 5 presents future scope and section 6 present references. 

2. BACKGROUND 

Most of works on attack taxonomies finds their goals, its properties, and its dimensions 
to classification and their suitable aspects for the use in a security process. In [17] developed a 
two-dimensional matrix of computer attacks. These are consisted of many types of users that 
are developers, operators, intruders, data entry, internal users and external users. Another 
dimension included the types of crimes that are kept the services, physical destruction, 
destruction the knowledge, browsing history and more. The types of users in the context of an 
attack also represent the source of an attack. 

The class internal users are similar to the class’s operators, programmers, and data 
entry. A class for external users is similar to the intruder’s class. The taxonomy would have 
been more useful if these categories were either further refined into a hierarchical taxonomy or 
were grouped into a common higher-level category.  

There are the different types of system crimes that are equivalents to the results of an 
impact or attack. Every attack represents the results of an attack or intrusion. They presented a 
two-level hierarchical classification. In the first level they presented four types of attacks: 

• Theft of computer resources 

• Disruption of computer resources 

• Unauthorized disclosure of information 

• Unauthorized modification of information in a computer 

Although there is a two-level hierarchy, the second level was not clearly distinguished. 
The six types in the second level were jointly put under two categories of the first level. As 
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noted in [15], the authors of [18] probably did not intend to build taxonomy. They were merely 
attempting to list all possible types of misuse techniques.  

Characterizing an attacker, if there is a good description of an attacker available the 
prediction of the course of action is much more precise and the already compromised devices 
are more easily identified. Here find the knowledge about an attacker? And the answer should 
collect all possible information about an intruder, so that one can describe him. First of all, 
everything, what the intruder has already done, should be observed. This includes the attacks 
and how he uses the devices and the data he has access to. [3] Suggests the attacks can be partly 
described by watching the following attributes: 

Occurrence of activity, Patterns of behavior, e.g. time, tactics or network access, 
Network activity: sources, destination addresses, the path taken, Devices accessed: hardware, 
operating system, servers and applications, Data accessed, Tools and techniques used, Files left 
on systems, Information that can be used for intrusion-detection, Degree of success, Type of 
security compromised: confidentiality, integrity, availability, Vulnerability compromised,  
Exploits used.  

Taxonomy elements: There are a number of concepts we use to classify intrusion-
detection systems presented in Figure 2.1.  

  

Figure 2.1: Characteristics of intrusion-detection systems 
 

The behavior of detection provides the response of intrusion-detection system for 
possible attacks. When it actively reacts to the attack by taking either corrective (closing holes) 
or proactive (logging out possible attackers, closing down services) actions, then the intrusion-
detection system is said to be active. If the intrusion-detection system merely generates alarms 
(including paging, etc), it is said to be passive. The input information can be audit trails, system 
logs or network packets. 

Usage frequency is an orthogonal concept. The first three elements are grouped in the 
category ‘‘functional characteristics’’ because they refer to the internal workings of the 
intrusion-detection system, namely its input information, its reasoning mechanism, and its 
interaction with the information system. The scanners are sometimes attached to the intrusion-
detection area, and we must differentiate discriminate between them and ‘‘real’’ intrusion-
detection systems. 
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3. PROPOSED WORK 

3.1 Architecture of taxonomy based intrusion detection management scheme in 

peer-to-peer network 
The proposed mechanism of an Intruder based on taxonomy and provides detection 

mechanism for this intruder. The architecture for the proposed intruder is as follows: 
1.2 Intruder based taxonomy 

In this taxonomy presents the characteristics and specification of an intruder. It affects 
the host system and network. Various classification criteria are illustrated in figure 3.1. 
� Types of Intruder 

The taxonomy presents two types of intruder that is a host based intruder and network 
based intruder.  

 

• Host-Based intruder 
Use host system information to attack. It is categorized into OS based and network 

based. It has the following attribute. 

� OS based attribute 
This taxonomy provides the different types of attribute which is classified again into, 

file system and memory management. The file system has attributes like metadata values and 
different APIs. Memory management has allocator files, the garbage value which is collected in 
ITable. 

 
Figure 3.1: Intruder Based Taxonomy 

� Application based attribute 
The application based attribute classified into configuration file and log file. These files 

are used by the host system. The log file consists of the file of backup strategy, and copy of 
disk storage file. Use configuration file which has the information about location of file, syntax 
of file name etc.  
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3.1 Network-Based intruder 
The network based intruder provides attack on network. It has the two types of attribute 

that are IP address and Path taken over the network. These attribute has different types of 
attribute which is stored into the ITable. 

 

Architecture of IP attack 
The Architecture presents the taxonomy of an attack over the network and host system. 

In figure 3.2 an attack is performing on destination IP address by an intruder and this attack is 
known as IPAddress attack. The following architecture of an intruder attack: 

 
Figure 3.2: IP address attack 

An intruder can attack at source_IP address and port_IP address. In figure 3.2 shows 
the attack to destination IP 

 
3.2  Mechanism of Taxonomy based intrusion detection and prevention 

management     scheme  
The proposed mechanism is discussed into two phases 

Phase - I: Taxonomy based Intruders: 
The taxonomy based attack is categorized into two types like Host based and Network 

based intruder. 

 
Type – 1: HostBasedIntruder 

HostIntruderAttacks( ) 
{ 

• GetHostAttribute ( ); 

• Store all attributes parameters in ITable (Intrusion table). 

• Match activities and behavior of host according to parameters stored in the ITable. 

• Thereafter, Intruder tries to harm, stop and affect the activities of host by changing     
the parameters values of host system. 

 } 
GetHostAttribute( )  
{  
Case -1: OS_BasedIntruder 

{  
FAccessControl( )          // Intruder use FAT file system. 

{ 

• Intruder collects following taxonomy information from FAT file 
system that information stored in ITable. 

• FAT file system consist of file system APIs to make requests, metadata 
value, managing directories file. 
} 

FAcessAttack( )      // If an attack occurs then an intruder matches these 
parameter with ITable. 

{ 
If (directories file is matched with attribute (directory) of ITable) 
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Intruder exists into the host; 
Else 
Not exist into system; 
} 

MemoryMgmnt( )      // Intruder access into memory to read the file 
information. 

{  

• Intruder use the taxonomy of memory management activities that 
consist of allocator files, garbage values and buffer MaxSize. 

• An intruder collects used garbage values of host and stored it into the 
ITable. 
} 

MemoryMgmntAttack( )       // Intruder tries to matches the garbage value of 
host system from ITable. 

{ 
If (garbage_value (Host) = Attribute of ITable)  
Intruder exists into host system; 
Else  
Failed to exist; 
End ( ); 
} 

 Case-2: ApplicationBasedIntruder 
  { 

ConfigurationApp( )  // Intruder used the configuration details. 
  { 

• Collect configuration detail from host system that consists of file 
location, syntax of file (like file specifier (//) or client syntax (/)) and 
web config file (like system.web). 

• An intruder found these details through web or sharing information 
through web pages and stored it into ITable. 
} 

ConfigAppAttack ( )     // an intruder attack through web and match the details 
of configuration file from ITable.     

{ 
If (specifier matches = attribute of ITable) 
Intruder existence successfully; 
Else 
Intruder existence failed; 
End ( ); 
} 

SystemLog( ) // It comes from the device changes, system changes, 
events and operations followed by the user. 

{ 

• Taxonomy consists of log files that contain the files of backup strategy, 
redundant copy of disk storage and backup scripts.  

• An intruder collects of these parameters and stores it into ITable for 
further processing. 
} 

SystemLogAttack( ) // an intruder attack and tries to matches these 
log files from  ITable. 

{ 
If (File of backup script= attribute of ITable) 
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Successfully exist; 
Else 
System existence failed; 
End ( ); 
} 

Attributes of ITable 
� Various attributes like  

• File system,   

• Memory management, 

• Configuration file 

• Log files 

Architecture of ITable (Host based)  

 

Table 3.1: Architecture of ITable (Host based) 

Type – 2: Network Based Intruder    
IntruderAttacks( ) 
{ 

• GetNetworkAttribute( ) 

• Store all attributes parameters in ITable (Intrusion table). 

• Match activities and behavior of host according to parameters stored in the ITable. 

• Thereafter, Intruder tries to harm, stop and affect the activities of host by changing 
the parameters values of host system. 

GetNetworkAttribute( ) 
{ 
IPAddress( ) // contains the address and knowledge about source and   

destination host system.  
{ 

• Network based taxonomy consist IP address that comes from Locator 
and other DNS tools. 

• An intruder collects an IP address to determine the last time used an IP 
address, pre-populate key statistics like DNS, response time and stored 
these details in ITable. 
} 

IPAddressAttack( ) // an intruder attacks the network and tries to 
match this parameter from ITable. 

{ 
If (last time used IP matched with Attribute of ITable) 
Successfully enter into network; 
Else 
Failed to enter; 
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End( ); 
}   

PathTaken( )           // path taken by Packets between host to host across an IP 
network. 

{ 

• An intruder collect the parameters from path taken by packet that use 
topologies, packet marking, ID field, Hop count and stored it in ITable. 
} 

PathTakenAttack( )   // attack by an intruder into the network and match these 
parameter from ITable. 

{ 
If (Marking packet matched with attribute of ITable) 
Successfully exist; 
Else 
Failed to exist; 
End( ); 
} 

Attribute of ITable  
� Attributes are  

• IP address 

• Path taken over network 

Architecture of ITable (Network based)  

 
Table 3.2: Architecture of ITable (Network based) 

Initialization of ITable 

• Initialize the attribute in ITable. 

• An intruder used ITable’s attributes to match with host system and network activities to 
crack system.  

• If intruder found activities of system or network which will be matched with attribute of 
ITable then exist into the network or system. 

• If any activities of the system or network will not matched with attribute of ITable then 
follows the update process. 

• Update process provides adding of new attributes in ITable for further accessing.     

Access/Attack by an Intruder: 

 IntruderAccess( ) 
{ 

• Source sends information over the network to the destination address. 

• When a sequence of packets are arrival in the network, an intruder track the source 
or destination IP address, counting the hop or path taken over the network, by 
matching with  attributes of ITable. 

• Tracking the above activities of the network and access into the network is known 
as the network based intruder. 
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• If found host based activities that are when user done any activities at the system, 
then system could be creates log files, file system, Memory management and 
configuration file. 

• A host based intruder match all these parameter with attribute of ITable and track 
the system or exist into the system. 

} 
Phase II: Detection mechanism  

Intrusion detection is to detect every attempted intruder or DDoS attack as early as 
possible and to have a low degree of false positives.  

• The detection mechanism provides the detection method for an intruder. 

• When an intruder tries to attack or read IP address of the system, then a detection 
mechanism is used to detect this attack. 

The following types of detection mechanisms are: 
� Detection using pattern 

DetectionPattern( ) 
{ 

• For attack, an intruder uses the system information like File system which 
consists of File system APIs, update metadata & positioning etc. 

• Detection technique creates patterns of all consisting file system in ITable and 
store in IDB (Intrusion Database). 
} 

DetectionPatternAccess( ) // when attack occur, the parameters of an intruder 
match with stored patterns in IDB.  

{ 
If (parameters of intruder matches with patterns stored in IDB) 
Detect the intruder; 
Else 
detection failour;  
Update IDB; 
Go to if condition; 
Stop( ); 
} 

� Detection using threshold setting 
DetectionThr_value( ) 

{ 

• Collect the parameter of an intruder which is consisting in ITable. 

• Set the Thr_value( ) for all these parameters like for IP address set the value 
of DNS and response time (like 10ms). 

• In config file fix the syntax of file, file name and in file system fix the value 
of APIs. 
} 

DetectionThr_valueAccess( ) // If an intruder attack into the system then 
Thr_value( ) detect the attack. 

{ 
If (Intruder match with the fixed Thr_value( )) // Fix low priority 
Detect an Intruder; 
Else 
Fix the Thr_value( )=high;         //Fix High priority  
} 
Go to if condition; 
End( ); 
} 
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Architecture of Intruder Detection  

 

 
Figure 3.3: Architecture of Intruder Detection 

 
In above Architecture of Intruder Detection represents the detection over the network. In 

this use the threshold value to detect the unauthorized access into network. In this capture the 
packets and compare with the threshold value and detect the alarm. 

4. CONCLUSION 

The proposed architecture and mechanism for taxonomy based intrusion attack and 
detection management scheme in Peer-to-Peer network is based on host system and network 
system. The knowledge and behavior system are used to better detection and provides better 
information about an intruder. Here provides an overview of the current state-of-the-art of 
intruder and its detection, based on a proposed taxonomy. This taxonomy highlights the 
properties of intrusion-detection systems and covers the past and current developments 
adequately. In this paper provides the detection mechanism for detect the intruder. 

5. FUTURE SCOPE 

The proposed architecture and mechanism for taxonomy based intrusion attack and 
detection management scheme in Peer-to-Peer network is effective, efficient and secure way of 
detecting the taxonomy based attacks but the detection provides the limited attack over the 
networks. Still remaining the progress with new approaches to both knowledge-based and 
behaviour-based intrusion detection or host and network based. The detection of abuse-of-
privilege attacks is also the issues of current work. 
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